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Abstract

We propose a simple method for estimating the exit velocities of volcanic

eruptions from the observation of volcanic plumes. For this purpose, we used

a model of a vortex ring of an experimental jet, which was developed in the

engineering field. To validate the model for the vortex structures of volcanic

plumes, we applied it to plumes generated in 3-D numerical simulations. In 11

cases where exit velocity (66.8–200.5 m/s) is given as a boundary condition,

we successfully estimated it with 7% underestimation by analyzing the size

and motion of the leading vortex ring that forms at the plume front. Using

the same procedure, we could also estimate the exit velocity by analyzing the

trailing vortices that develop behind the vortex ring (14% underestimation).

From these results, we conclude that: i) the model of the vortex ring proposed

by the jet engineering studies is appropriate for the vortex ring at the front of

simulated volcanic plumes, and ii) the model is also applicable to the trailing
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vortices of the plumes. These conclusions indicate that we can estimate the

time evolution of the exit velocity for a series of eruptions from observations

of the vortex structures of the actual volcanic plumes. By applying that

method to an eruption of Sakurajima volcano on Feb. 15, 2011, we found

that following an increase during the first 10 s of the eruption, the exit

velocity remained constant at >40 m/s up to 80 s after the onset of the

eruption. Our method will be useful in understanding the time evolution

of eruptive events, such as the transitional behavior from stable column to

column collapse, from observations of volcanic plumes.
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1. Introduction1

During explosive volcanic eruptions, a mixture of volcanic gas and magma2

fragments ascends in the conduit and is ejected from the volcanic vent. The3

exit velocity of the mixture at the vent is an important parameter that con-4

trols the dynamics of volcanic plumes and reflects the dynamics of conduit5

flow. In general, when the mixture exits from the vent at a high velocity,6

it rises easily upward to a higher level as a buoyant volcanic plume. Con-7

versely, if the exit velocity is low, the eruption column tends to collapse and8

generate pyroclastic flows (Sparks, 1986). Because pyroclastic flows cause9

great destruction around a volcano, it is desirable to be able to estimate the10

exit velocity relating to a critical condition for column collapse (e.g., Suzuki11

and Koyaguchi, 2012). From the exit velocity, the change of conditions at12
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magma fragmentation in the conduit, such as gas over-pressure, can be de-13

tected (e.g., Alatorre-Ibargüengoitia et al., 2011) as well as the transitional14

behavior of eruption columns.15

Traditionally, the exit velocity has been deduced from observations of16

plume ascent and the trajectories of ballistic bombs. Formenti et al. (2003)17

derived a relation from numerical simulations, that the initial frontal velocity18

of a jet is approximately 0.85 times the exit velocity, and estimated the19

exit velocity from an analysis of momentum-dominant jets at the onset of20

the 1997 eruption of Soufrière Hills volcano. Fagents and Wilson (1993)21

proposed a model for the motions of ballistic bombs for explosive eruptions22

and determined a range of exit velocities of bombs as a few tens of m/s to23

400 m/s for some documented eruptions at Arenal, Ngauruhoe and Ukinrek24

Maars volcanoes. While these methods provide the exit velocities at the25

onsets of eruptions, they do not provide details of the changes in velocity26

during the progresses of eruptions. As observed at Mt. St. Helens 1980 and27

Pinatubo 1991 eruptions (Carey et al., 1990; Holasek et al., 1996), transition28

in plume behavior from convective rise to collapse can occur during a series29

of eruptions. We need to develop a method to estimate exit velocity from30

observable features of eruption plumes during the progress of an eruption as31

it can be anticipated that the exit velocity changes when such transitional32

behavior of the columns occurs.33

Dynamics of volcanic plumes can be deduced from observations of the34

vortex structures of the plumes. Andrews and Gardner (2011) measured35

the sizes of several hundreds of vortices from still images for two periods36

of the Mt. St. Helens 1980 eruption, and found that the changes of the37
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vortex structures coincided with transitions from volcanic plume to column38

collapse regimes. In the initial ascent stage of a plume, a mushroom-like39

vortex structure, which is one of the most remarkable structures of a plume,40

is observed at the plume front (e.g., Patrick, 2007). It is well known in41

engineering that this structure, called a “vortex ring,” is formed in a starting42

jet. Many experimental studies have shown that the motion of a vortex ring43

depends on the exit velocity of the jet at a nozzle (Didden, 1979; Gharib44

et al., 1998). The plume front velocity has been proposed as relating to the45

mean velocity of the steady plume which follows behind the cap of the plume.46

Based on the theoretical and experimental study of Turner (1962), the front47

velocity is approximated 61 percent of the mean velocity vm. Estimated mean48

velocities for the eruption at Soufrière volcano are in good agreement with the49

values calculated based on the 1-D steady model of volcanic plume dynamics50

(Sparks and Wilson, 1982). In order to examine the exit velocity and its time51

evolution, this study focuses on this vortex structure of a volcanic plume.52

In this paper, we introduce a model of a vortex ring based on jet ex-53

periments in Section 2. Next, we confirm that this model is applicable to54

estimate exit velocity of a volcanic plume by analyzing results of 3-D numer-55

ical simulation of volcanic plumes in Section 3. In Section 4, employing the56

model, we estimate the exit velocity at an eruption at Sakurajima volcano.57

Finally, we summarize the main conclusion of this study.58

2. Model of vortex ring in jet engineering59

The vortex ring used in experimental studies is generated by the motion60

of a fluid pushed by a piston through a nozzle (e.g., Didden, 1979; Gharib et61
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al., 1998). This generates a boundary layer at the edge of the nozzle, and the62

boundary layer rolls up and forms a vortex ring at the head of the fluid jet.63

This leading vortex ring travels downstream and grows with an increase in64

its circulation by absorbing vorticity from the fluid behind the vortex ring,65

trailing jet (Fig. 1a). The circulation is defined using Stokes’ theorem for a66

suitable surface S bounded by the closed curve C as
∮

C
v · dl =

∫∫

S
ω · dS,67

where v and ω are the velocity field in the line element l and the vorticity68

field in the surface element S, respectively. The leading vortex ring has a69

flow field characterized by streaming forward at the center, branching at the70

front, backward flows at the outside, and then turning back to the inside71

(see Fig. 1a). Similar structures of vortices to the leading vortex ring are72

sometimes observed in the trailing jet (Pawlak et al., 2007). These vortices,73

known as “trailing vortices,” also travel forward with an increase in size.74

Gao and Yu (2010) proposed an analytical model for a vortex ring in a75

starting jet. Their model (termed the GY model in this paper) assumed that:76

i) the jet is ejected from a straight cylindrical nozzle with a constant velocity77

U0, and ii) a trailing jet behind the vortex ring has a velocity equaling U078

(Fig. 1a). Under these assumptions, the flux of circulation from the trailing79

jet into the leading vortex ring, ΓL, can be expressed as a function of U0 and80

the translational velocity of the leading vortex ring uL (Gao and Yu, 2010):81

dΓL

dt
≈

1

2
U2
0 − U0uL. (1)82

The GY model has been proposed for the leading vortex of a starting jet83

in the laboratory. We need to confirm whether the GY model is applicable to84

the leading vortex of volcanic plumes because the characteristics of volcanic85

plumes are different from those of the pure fluids used in the experimental86
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studies, such as water (e.g., Didden, 1979; Gharib et al., 1998), in terms of87

their higher temperature compared to that of the surrounding air. Next, in88

order to estimate the exit velocity during the progress of a volcanic eruption,89

we also need to know whether the GY model can be established for the trail-90

ing vortices that might be continuously generated for a longer period after91

the onset of the eruption. Therefore, we carry out 3-D numerical simulations92

of volcanic plumes to test the GY model for its suitability for application to93

the vortex structures of a volcanic plume.94

3. Estimation of the exit velocity of a volcanic plume95

We apply the GY model to volcanic plumes using the results of numerical96

simulations based on the 3-D model of Suzuki et al. (2005). Their 3-D model97

treats an ejected eruption cloud as a pseudo-gas; with no solid particles to98

separate from the eruption cloud during development of the cloud.99

3.1. Vortex structures of a volcanic plume in numerical simulations100

We investigate the results of the numerical simulations for 11 exit veloci-101

ties U0, ranging from 66.8 m/s to 200.5 m/s, corresponding to Mach number102

M=0.5 to M=1.5. In the simulations, the input parameters, except for U0,103

are the same for all cases: density, temperature, water content of magma,104

and vent diameter are 5.74 kg/m3, 1273 K, 3.0 wt.%, and 40.7 m, respec-105

tively. In all simulations, we assume steady conditions; the input parameters106

given as boundary conditions at the vent are constant with time.107

The results of numerical simulations show that vortex structures are108

formed at the head of volcanic plumes (Fig. 2a–2c). In the distribution109

of the mass fraction of the magma (Fig. 2a), a mushroom-like structure at110
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the head of the plume is clearly visible. The structure measures about 350111

m in width and about 250 m in height. It has one core at either side of112

the head in the figure, which means that its shape is a ring around the cen-113

tral axis of the vent. The flow fields of the horizontal and vertical velocities114

in this vortex structure show that a volcanic cloud rises upward within the115

plume and branches outward at the plume front, and then descends at the116

outside and turns back inside at a height of about 400 m (Fig. 2b and 2c).117

In all the simulations, these kinds of the vortex ring structure were observed118

immediately after an onset of eruptions.119

The trailing vortices are also recognizable in the simulation results. One120

of the trailing vortices clearly identified for U0=66.8 m/s during the period121

of 39–50 s is shown in Fig. 2d–2f. Although the leading vortex ring becomes122

recognizable just after the onset of the eruption, we can observe the trailing123

vortex first when it reaches a height of about 250 m. At 45 s after the124

eruption onset, there is a trailing vortex on the right side of the plume at125

heights between 300–500 m (Fig. 2d). Its horizontal flow field is similar to126

that of the leading vortex (Fig. 2b and 2e); flow directions in the upper and127

lower regions are toward the outside and inside, respectively. The downward128

flow at the outer part of the trailing vortex is less clear than that of the129

leading vortex ring passed around the same height (Fig. 2c and 2f). The130

downward velocity of the trailing vortex at 500 m is only 3 m/s compared to131

19 m/s for the leading vortex ring.132

3.2. Method for estimating exit velocity with the GY model133

We estimate the exit velocity of the volcanic plume by applying the GY134

model to the results of the numerical simulations described above. According135
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to Eq. (1), we have to determine the values of two parameters, uL and dΓL/dt,136

to estimate U0. For a simulated volcanic plume, uL is defined as the rise137

velocity of the leading vortex ring: uL = dhL/dt, where hL is the height138

at which the downward velocity at the surface of the leading vortex ring139

becomes maximum (Figs. 1b and 2c). We measure hL for both sides at one-140

second intervals from the onset of the eruption to 20 s and determine the141

mean value of hL each time. In this study, we take uL for each time as the142

slope of the regression line for consecutive three hL data points (3-s moving143

window).144

We measure the circulation of the leading vortex ring ΓL for each time145

to determine dΓL/dt. The circulation ΓL for each side is calculated from the146

velocity field (vx, vz) (Fig. 2b and 2c) as:147

ΓL =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

∣

∣

∣

∫ 0

−∞

∫ h2

h1
ωdzdx

∣

∣

∣
(x < 0)

∣

∣

∣

∫

∞

0

∫ h2

h1
ωdzdx

∣

∣

∣
(x ≥ 0)

. (2)148

where ω is the vorticity expressed by ω = ∂vz/∂x− ∂vx/∂z. The integration149

interval in the vertical direction, from h1 to h2, is defined as from the bot-150

tom to the top of the leading vortex ring. On the basis of a cross-sectional151

distribution of mass fractions, we determine h2 as the height of top of the152

plume H , and h1 as 2hL − H (Fig. 2a). In the same way as for hL and153

uL, we determine the mean value of ΓL and obtain dΓL/dt from the slope of154

ΓL. Employing the data of uL and dΓL/dt with Eq. (1), we estimate the exit155

velocity of the volcanic plume, UE, for each time.156

We estimate the exit velocity by analyzing trailing vortices in the same157

way as for the leading vortex. We define the height of the trailing vortex158

hT as the height of the point where the horizontal velocity is zero (Fig. 2e).159
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The circulation of the trailing vortex ΓT is also defined as the same form of160

Eq. (2), but the intervals are determined as the heights of the points where161

the horizontal velocity of the trailing vortex becomes sufficiently small and162

negligible (Fig. 2e). We consequently determine the estimated exit velocity163

UE from the rise velocity of the trailing vortex uT and time derivative of the164

circulation dΓT/dt, both of which are calculated from the data of hT and ΓT165

as done for the leading vortex.166

3.3. Results of the method and their implication167

We normalize six parameters t, h, u, Γ , dΓ/dt and UE (we, here, do168

not explicitly distinguish the leading and trailing vortices). We define the169

characteristic velocity scale and length scale as U0 and U2
0 /2g, respectively,170

where g is the gravitational acceleration. The characteristic length scale171

corresponds to a height where all initial kinetic energy of ejected material172

is converted into potential energy. Using these two characteristic scales, we173

can introduce six dimensionless variables as t∗ = 2gt/U0, h∗ = 2gh/U2
0 ,174

u∗ = u/U0, Γ ∗ = 2gΓ/U3
0 , dΓ

∗/dt∗ = (dΓ/dt)/U2
0 , and U∗

E = UE/U0. So, the175

normalized form of Eq. (1) is rewritten as176

dΓ ∗

dt∗
=

1

2
U∗2
E − U∗

Eu
∗. (3)177

The results of these five dimensionless parameters of the leading vortex178

against dimensionless time t∗ are shown in Fig. 3. Both the dimensionless179

height h∗

L and the dimensionless circulation Γ ∗

L increases with time t∗ (Fig.180

3a and 3c). This indicates that the leading vortex of the simulated volcanic181

plume ascends with growth as anticipated by Fig. 2. From the slopes of h∗

L182
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and Γ ∗

L for the leading vortex, we obtain u∗

L=0.2–0.5 and dΓ ∗

L/dt
∗=-0.15–183

0.45 (Fig. 3b and 3d). Using these obtained values, the dimensionless exit184

velocity U∗

E has been estimated using Eq. (3) from the GY model (Fig. 3e).185

The value of U∗

E decreases from 1.3 to 0.6 for 0<t∗<2, whereas for t∗>2186

its value increases to >1.0. The mean value for the whole period is 0.93187

with a standard deviation of 0.15 (1σ) in spite of these overestimations and188

underestimations.189

Figure 3 also shows the results from data of the trailing vortex. The190

dimensionless height and the circulation of the trailing vortex have almost191

the same features as the leading vortex, increasing with time (Fig. 3a and192

3c), which means the trailing vortex also ascends upward with growth. These193

two parameters and their slopes at each time, u∗

T and dΓ ∗

T/dt (Fig. 3a–3d),194

have almost similar ranges (u∗

T: 0.2–0.4, dΓ ∗

T/dt: -0.1–0.45) to those from195

the leading vortex ring. These similarities give the dimensionless estimated196

exit velocity U∗

E from the trailing vortex as ranging between 0.65–1.2 (the197

mean value is 0.86 with 1σ=0.12; Fig. 3e).198

As shown in Fig. 3e, the estimated exit velocity U∗

E of the simulated199

volcanic plume from the data of the leading vortex ring for any numerical200

simulation is plotted near 1.0 (mean value 0.93). This means that U∗

E ap-201

proximately corresponds to exit velocity U0 given as the boundary condition202

in the simulations. This suggests that the exit velocity of the volcanic plume203

can be estimated from an analysis of the behavior of the leading vortex using204

the GY model (Gao and Yu, 2010) and a coefficient of 0.93. Moreover, the205

exit velocity can also be estimated by analyzing the trailing vortex, although206

we have an underestimation of 14%. The GY model, which predicts veloci-207
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ties only for the leading vortex ring, is also applicable to the trailing vortex208

of the simulated volcanic plume (coefficient is 0.86). Consequently, we can209

conclude that, at least for the volcanic plume simulated by the 3-D numer-210

ical code (Suzuki et al., 2005), the exit velocity of the volcanic plume can211

be estimated from an analysis of the vortex structures, leading and trailing212

vortices, using a method based on the GY model.213

The estimated velocity U∗

E is not a constant value of 1.0, but decreases214

with time for t∗<2 and then increases (Fig. 3e). Considering an expression of215

U0 modified from Eq. (1), U0 ≈ uL +
√

u2
L + 2dΓL/dt, this decreasing trend216

of U∗

E can be attributed to a decrease in u∗

L; whilst the increase U∗

E is due to217

the increase of dΓ ∗

L/dt
∗ with time (Fig. 3b and 3d). One possible reason for218

the initial decrease of u∗

L is that the vortex structures are decelerated by the219

force of gravity because the simulated volcanic plume has a larger density220

than ambient air at the time just after venting. This finding shows that the221

buoyancy effect is also important for accurate estimation of the exit velocity,222

although we do not include it here.223

Regarding the buoyancy effect, Wang et al. (2009) proposed another ap-224

proximate expression of the circulation for the buoyancy jet on the assump-225

tion that an excess circulation can be induced by the difference between the226

additional velocity due to buoyancy and the ambient fluid.227

Γ =
1

2
U0L+

1

4
Lg′t, (4)228

where g′ is the reduced gravity represented as g∆ρ (∆ρ is a density difference229

relative to the ambient, (ρ−ρa)/ρa), and L = Uot is the equivalent stoke of the230

piston. The first term is same as the circulation of the pure jet model (Gharib231

et al., 1998) whereas the second term is due to the gravitational (buoyancy)232
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effect. In our simulation cases, the density difference of the simulated plume233

around the vortex ring is ∼-0.4 as shown in Fig. 4. For this value the second234

term relative to the first term in Eq. (4) is estimated 0.12–0.35 at t=10235

and 0.31–0.88 at t=25 when U0 is 67–200 m/s. Therefore it seems that the236

effect of buoyancy in our simulated conditions, although worthy of further237

investigation, is not large compared to the pure jet circulation.238

The above results show that the GY model is basically applicable to239

simulated volcanic plumes in order to estimate the exit velocity. Both the240

derivation of Eq. (1) (Gao and Yu, 2010) and our numerical simulation of241

the plume (Suzuki et al., 2005) assume a constant exit velocity. For volcanic242

plumes which have time-varying exit velocity this assumption is not strictly243

valid. We, however, suspect that we can derive a ‘time-averaged’ exit velocity244

at a certain moment if we assume a constant exit velocity during a short245

period when we estimate rise velocity of the vortex structures u and change246

of the circulation dΓ/dt. As shown in the next section, that period is the247

order of a few tens of s. This indicates that we can estimate the time evolution248

of the exit velocity for a series of eruptions with much longer time lifetimes,249

in the orders of minutes and hours, from observations of the vortex structures250

of the volcanic plumes.251

4. Application to a plume of the Sakurajima eruption252

We apply our method based on the GY model to a volcanic plume of253

the Feb. 15, 2011 eruption at Sakurajima volcano, Japan, and estimate the254

exit velocity. Sakurajima volcano is one of the most active volcanoes in255

Japan. Explosive eruptions occurring at a crater opened in 2006 (Showa256
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crater; Fig. 5a) amount to about 1,000 events annually over the past four257

years. However, there are not very many studies in which the exit velocities258

of the volcanic plumes associated with the eruptions at Sakurajima have259

been estimated (Ishimine et al., 2009; Yokoo, 2009) in contrast to studies260

of eruption dynamics based on geophysical observations (Iguchi et al., 2008;261

Yokoo et al., 2013).262

At 14:56 on February 15 in 2011, an explosive eruption lasting about263

five minutes started by the bursting of volcanic clouds (Fig. 5). During this264

eruption, one clear vortex at the head of the plume was generated 20–78 s265

after the onset of the eruption (Fig. 5b). Subsequently, two clear trailing266

vortices grew and rose for 34–52 s and 50–66 s, as shown in Fig. 5b and 5c267

(we distinguish them as the 1st and 2nd trailing vortices, respectively).268

In order to estimate the exit velocity, we analyze these three vortices in269

several still and movie images taken from Kurokami (Fig. 5a) using almost270

the same method described in Section 3.2. As we can not observe the in-271

ternal velocity structures of a volcanic plume—unlike those in the results of272

a numerical simulation (Fig. 2), to estimate circulation, we use an equation273

for a turbulent vortex following Fukumoto (2010) and Gan et al. (2011),274

Γ = 2πr(u+ vsurf), where r is the radius of the vortex, u is the rise velocity,275

and vsurf is the absolute value of surface velocity. The first two parameters r276

and u can be measured from still images of the eruption. The last parameter277

vsurf is determined from PIV analysis of movie images (Ishimine et al., 2009),278

as vsurf =
√

v2x + (vz − u)2 at the leading and trailing vortecies.279

Time evolutions of the heights and circulations of the three vortices are280

shown in Fig. 6. The calculated rise velocities from the height changes are281
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12–16 m/s for the period 20–78 s (leading vortex), 14–18 m/s (34–52 s; 1st282

trailing vortex), and 9–15 m/s (50–66 s; 2nd trailing vortex). The change283

rates of the circulation of the leading vortex and the two trailing vortices,284

dΓ/dt, are calculated as 209 m2/s2, 169 m2/s2 (1st) and 250–438 m2/s2285

(2nd), respectively. As a result, the exit velocities UE are estimated to be286

43±1 m/s for the leading vortex, 47±1 m/s for the 1st trailing vortex, and287

42±2–56±1 m/s for the 2nd. In all three cases, the estimated exit velocities288

are successfully acquired as above 40 m/s for a long period lasting a few tens289

of seconds (UE in Fig. 7b).290

In this case of the eruption, time evolution of the plume front was de-291

termined using the movie sequence and still images (Fig. 7a), thus the front292

velocity can be estimated. The mean velocity of the volcanic plume vm for293

each time is approximately estimated from the plume front velocity following294

Turner (1962); vm is ∼1.64 (=1/0.61) times the front velocity. As a result,295

in the first 10 seconds, the mean velocity vm increases rapidly to 40–50 m/s,296

then gradually decays to 10–20 m/s. This change of the velocity is differ-297

ent from the estimated exit velocity (42–56 m/s). We suppose that the first298

increase in the mean velocity is almost the same as the changes of the exit299

velocity of the plume at the vent as the plume is not so high. However, the300

latter decrease can not reflect the exit velocity accurately, because the plume301

front velocity decreases as the time passes (Patrick, 2007) even if the exit ve-302

locity remains constant. This decrease of the mean velocity, estimated from303

the plume front velocity, is thought to be due to the increasing of the height304

of the traililng region below the leading vortex ring. It is likely that the exit305

velocity at this eruption increased to 40–50 m/s in the first 10 s of the onset306
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of the eruption, then it stayed at least above 40 m/s until ∼80 s, which is307

estimated from an analysis of the vortex structures of the plume. We will go308

on to apply this method to various eruption events, including a case in which309

both a sustained plume and a column collapse occurs in a series of eruptions.310

5. Conclusion311

By analyzing the leading vortex of volcanic plumes in 3-D numerical sim-312

ulations, we estimated the exit velocities of the plumes with small underesti-313

mation (7%) using a model proposed by Gao and Yu (2010). It was confirmed314

that this model is also appropriate for the trailing vortex of a plume for es-315

timating the exit velocity, although there is underestimation of 14%. This316

indicates that we can estimate the exit velocity during the progress of an317

eruption from an analysis of the vortex structures of the plume. Applying318

the method to an eruption at Sakurajima volcano, we could successfully es-319

timate the exit velocity as a constant value about 40–60 m/s for a period320

of 30–80 s after the onset of the eruption. Further analysis will be required321

to develop a more rigorous model, however, we should note that the method322

described in this study is a simple and easy way to estimate the exit velocity323

of a volcanic eruption.324

Notation325

g : gravity acceleration

H : height of plume head

h : height of vortex structure

r : radius of vortex
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t : time after eruption onset

U0 : exit velocity of jet/plume

UE : estimated exit velocity

u : rise velocity of vortex structure

vm : mean velocity of plume

vsurf : surface velocity of vortex

vx : horizontal velocity in flow field of volcanic plume

vz : vertical velocity in flow field of volcanic plume

Γ : circulation

ω : vorticity

superscript326

∗ : dimensionless parameters

subscript327

L : values of leading vortex

T : values of trailing vortex
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Figure captions406

Fig. 1: Schematic images of (a) vortex ring generated by fluid ejection from407

the nozzle and (b) vortex structure of a volcanic plume. Details of each sign408

are described in the text.409

Fig. 2: Representative simulation results of a volcanic plume in cases of410

U0=133.7 m/s at 10 s (a–c), and U0=66.8 m/s at 45 s (d–f). Each result is411

displayed by cross-sectional distributions of mass fraction of the magma (a412

and d), and both the horizontal (b and e) and vertical velocity fields (c and413

f) in the x-z plane.414

Fig. 3: Five dimensionless parameters against dimensionless time t∗ for415

leading and trailing vortices; (a) height h∗, (b) rise velocity u∗, (c) circulation416

Γ ∗, (d) time-derivative of the circulation dΓ ∗/dt∗, and (e) estimated exit417

velocity U∗

E.418

Fig. 4: Cross-sectional distributions of the density difference relative to the419

ambient atmospheric density in the cases of U0=133.7 m/s at 10 s (a) and420

U0=66.8 m/s at 45 s (b), respectively. These are the same conditions of Fig.421

2.422

Fig. 5: (a) Map of Sakurajima volcano. (b) Still image of volcanic plume423

of the Feb. 15 eruption. Several vortex structures are seen as indicated by424

20



circles with a broken line. This is 67 s after the onset of eruption. (c) Frame425

grab from an eruption movie for the same event of (b), 55 s after the onset.426

Fig. 6: (a) Height and (b) circulation for the leading vortex and two trailing427

vortices (1st and 2nd) of the Sakurajima eruption (Feb. 15, 2011).428

Fig. 7: (a) Variations of heights of the plume front, the leading vortex (red429

square) and the trailing vortcies (blue square) during the Feb. 15 eruption.430

The plume height is estimated from movie image (black square) or still images431

of two digital cameras (gray circle or gray triangle). (b) Mean velocity of the432

plume estimated from the plume front velocity (vm; 1.64 times of the front433

velocity, Turner (1962)) and exit velocity estimated from vortex structures434

of the volcanic plume (UE).435
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